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As exclusive as the brand we 
represent, Ferrari Financial Services 
introduces the FerrariSelect Program. 
FerrariSelect provides collectors of 
vintage Ferrari vehicles a personalized 
line of credit designed with the 
dedicated collector in mind. 

The world’s elite Ferrari collections 
reflect not only their owners’ passion 
for classic sports and GT cars, but 
also their devotion to preserving 
Ferrari’s heritage and tradition. At 
Ferrari Financial Services, we share 
that passion and stand committed 
to help our clients grow and enhance 
their collections. No one understands 
a Ferrari customer’s unique 

perspective better than the company 
that designed these iconic sports cars. 

The FerrariSelect credit line is an 
exclusive offer for Ferrari owners 
interested in utilizing the equity in 
their Ferrari collection, whether their 
goal is to acquire additional classic 
Ferraris or simply to provide liquidity 
for other business ventures. Credit 
lines begin at a minimum of $500,000 
with a maximum line contingent upon 
the value of each individual collection.

FerrariSelect is a direct-to-consumer 
program offered through Ferrari 
Financial Services, the Ferrari owned 
finance company that provides 

indirect financing through authorized 
Ferrari dealers in the United States. 

Your authorized Ferrari dealer can 
assist in providing details about 
FerrariSelect, or you can contact 
Ferrari Financial Services directly at 
(201) 510-2500. 

FerrariSelect. For the select few…

All applications submitted to Ferrari Financial 
Services are subject to credit review and 
approval. 

FerrariSelect is not available in all states.

Ferrari, Ferrari Financial Services and Ferrari 
Select are registered trade names of Ferrari, SpA.

Welcome to FerrariSelect 
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